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Stamping Imperfection Petal Parade 

Card Recipe and Tutorial 

Materials: 

 Pool Party card stock cut at 5-1/2 x 8-

1/2”, score and fold at 4-1/4” 

 Whisper White punched with the 1-3/4” 

circle punch 

 Basic Black punched with the 2-3/8” 

scallop circle punch, cut one piece at 2-1/4 x 5-

1/2” 

 Sweet Sorbet Designer Paper (SAB Free) 

cut at 2 x 5-1/2” 

 Whisper White 2 x 3” for small banner 

images and flower punched with the Itty Bitty 

Punches and the Banner Punch (SAB Free) 

 Petal Parade Stamp Set (SAB Free) 

 Banner Blast Stamp Set (SAB Free) 

 Summer Starfruit Twine from the Sweet Sorbet Accessory Pack (SAB Free) 

 Inks:  Pool Party, Crisp Cantaloupe, Basic Black 

 Rhinestones 

Purchase these supplies online at mystampingstore.com. 

Instructions: 

1. Stamp the smaller floral image from the Petal Parade in Pool Party in on the Pool Party card 

base. 

2. Attach the Sweet Sorbet Designer Paper to the Black card stock.  Tie the Summer Starfruit twine 

around these layers and tie a bow.  Attach to the card base about ¾” from the bottom front. 

3. Stamp the large floral image in Crisp Cantaloupe on the Whisper White and punch out with the 

1/3/4” circle punch.  Layer this on the Black scallop circle. 

4. Stamp the Love Banner in Pool Party, the dotted banner in black and the small flower in 

Pistachio Pudding on Whisper White from the Banner Blast stamp set.  Punch the banners and 

flower out with the banner punch and the small flower from the itty bitty punch pack.   

5. Attach the banners to the bottom of the black scallop circle.  Attach the pistachio flower to the 

center of the cantaloupe flower and add this entire piece to the card front with dimensionals. 

6. Add rhinestones to the flower centers and to the card just above the patterned paper on the 

right front of the card as shown in the picture. 

7. Enjoy!  
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